Quotes on Blame

“When you blame others you give up your power to change.”
Dr. Robert Anthony

“The best day of your life is the one on which you decide your life is your own. No apologies or excuses. No one to lean on, rely on, or blame. The gift is yours - it is an amazing journey - and you alone are responsible for the quality of it. This is the day your life really begins.”
Bob Moawad

“A man can get discouraged many times but he is not a failure until he begins to blame somebody else and stops trying.”
John Burroughs

“All blame is a waste of time. No matter how much fault you find with another, and regardless of how much you blame him, it will not change you. The only thing blame does is to keep the focus off you when you are looking for external reasons to explain your unhappiness or frustration. You may succeed in making another feel guilty about something by blaming him, but you won't succeed in changing whatever it is about you that is making you unhappy.”
Wayne Dyer

“When we blame, we give away our power.”
Greg Anderson

“A good leader takes a little more than his share of the blame, a little less than his share of the credit.”
Arnold H. Glasgow

“People spend too much time finding other people to blame, too much energy finding excuses for not being what they are capable of being, and not enough energy putting themselves on the line, growing out of the past, and getting on with their lives.”
J. Michael Straczynski
“Blaming your faults on your nature does not change the nature of your faults”
Indian Proverb

“No one is a failure until they blame somebody else.”
Charles 'Tremendous' Jones

“The superior man blames himself. The inferior man blames others.”
Don Shula

“When we take one step toward to God, he takes seven steps toward us.”
Indian Proverb

“We are taught you must blame your father, your sisters, your brothers, the school, the teachers - you can blame anyone but never blame yourself. It's never your fault. But it's always your fault, because if you wanted to change, you're the one who has got to change. It’s as simple as that, isn't it?”
Katharine Hepburn

“Do not blame God for having created the tiger, but thank him for not having given it wings”
Indian Proverb

“The best years of your life are the ones in which you decide your problems are your own. You do not blame them on your mother, the ecology, or the president. You realize that you control your own destiny.”
Albert Ellis

“Why should we think upon things that are lovely? Because thinking determines life. It is a common habit to blame life upon the environment. Environment modifies life but does not govern life. The soul is stronger than its surroundings.”
William James

“If you blame others for your failures, do you credit them with your success?”
Anonymous